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A dystopian novel about trust
against all odds

Babel
JAN DE LEEUW
Abraham Babel looks out of the highest tower in the city at the
people below, over whom he exercises great power. Babel’s
granddaughter Alice, the only other survivor of a terrorist attack on
the Babel family, is crippled and feels extremely lonely in her
golden cage. She takes the mysterious Naomi on as a companion
and tries, despite their differences in rank and power, to build a
friendship with her. Her grandfather has complete faith in his new
advisor, Lichtenstern, but Lichtenstern has a strange effect on
Babel. Naomi also turns out not to be the person Alice thought she
was. Who can you trust in a world where the law of the strongest
prevails?

This captivating, gloomy and exciting
dystopia is great cinema, with brilliant
dialogues
1001BUCH

Babel is an exciting, profound novel, in which Jan De Leeuw again
shows that his great strength lies in creating complex, thoroughly
credible characters. In this flawlessly constructed story the puzzle
is slowly laid out and no one turns out to be what they seem. Good
and evil emerge as empty concepts when revenge is the
overarching theme. The threat comes from all sides and no one is
spared. Apparently effortlessly De Leeuw embeds the human
struggle of his characters in a web of religion and superstition,
Biblical and jihadi themes.
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Jan De Leeuw (b. 1968) has developed a
voice like no other in Dutch-language YA
literature. Always different, and always an
intense reading experience, his books get
under the reader’s skin and make a lasting
impression. His layered stories experiment
with style, form and narrative perspective.
His work has twice been nominated for the
prestigious Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis.
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Breathtaking atmosphere. A fascinating
social study about power, money, faith and
hubris, written in a language rich with
symbolism.
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